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Abstract—The disc brake is a device for slowing or stopping the rotation of a wheel. Repetitive braking of the vehicle leads to heat 
generation during each braking event. Transient Thermal Analysis of the Rotor Disc of Disk Brake is aimed at evaluating the 
performance of disc brake rotor of a car under severe braking conditions and there by assist in disc rotor design and analysis. Disc 
brake model and analysis is done using ANSYS workbench 16.0. The main purpose of this study is to analysis the thermo mechanical 
behaviour of the dry contact of the brake disc during the braking phase. The coupled thermal-structural analysis is used to determine 
the thermal stresses and to calculate the Heat fluxes in x-y-z planes. This is established with two discs they are, Drilled type and 
Slotted type and analysis is done by taking two different components such as Cast Iron and Stainless Steel and comparing which 
material is best suited for making of a disc brake. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 The disc brake is a device for slowing or stopping the rotation of a wheel. A brake disc usually made of 
cast iron or ceramic composites (including carbon, Kevlar and silica), is connected to the wheel and/or the 
axle.   
DISC BRAKES 
A disk brake consists of a cast iron disk bolted to the wheel hub and a stationary housing called calliper. The calliper is 
connected to some stationary part of the vehicle like the axle casing or the stub axle as is cast in two parts each part containing a 
piston. In between each piston and the disk there is a friction pad held in position by retaining pins, spring plates etc. passages 
are drilled in the calliper for the fluid to enter or leave each housing. The passages are also connected to another one for 
bleeding. Each cylinder contains rubber-sealing ring between the cylinder and piston. Disk brake types: 1. Drilled type 2. 
Drilled and slotted. 3. Disk with internally slotted.   
MATERIALS USED FOR THE DISC BRAKE 
The Disc brake discs are commonly manufactured out of grey cast iron. The SAE maintains a specification for the manufacture 
of grey iron for various applications. For normal car and light truck applications, the SAE specification is J431 G3000 
(superseded to G10). This specification dictates the correct range of hardness, chemical composition, tensile strength, and other 
properties necessary for the intended use. Some racing cars and airplanes use brakes with carbon fibre discs and carbon fibre 
pads to reduce weight. Wear rates tend to be high, and braking may be poor or grabby until the brake is hot. The materials used 
for rotor disc are explained in detail. It is investigating the temperature distribution, the thermal deformation, and the thermal 
stress of automotive brake disks have quite close relations with car safety; therefore, much research in this field has been 
performed.    
A CAST IRON 
Cast iron usually refers to grey cast iron, but identifies a large group of ferrous alloys, which solidify with a eutectic. Iron 
accounts for more than 95%, while the main alloying elements are carbon and silicon. The amount of carbon in cast iron is the 
range 2.1-4%, as ferrous alloys with less are denoted carbon steel by definition. Cast irons contain appreciable amounts of 
silicon, normally 1-3%, and consequently these alloys should be considered ternary Fe-C-Si alloys. Here graphite is present in 
the form of flakes. Disc brake discs are commonly manufactured out of a material called grey cast iron. 
B STAINLESS STEEL 
Stainless steel is a steel alloy with minimum of 10.5% chromium content by mass. Stainless steel is notable for its corrosion 
resistance, and it is widely used for food handling and cutlery and many other applications. Due to its corrosion resistance 
properties it is used in the manufacture of disc brake. They are many types of stainless steel available but depending upon the 
requirements of the design its properties and corrosion resistance is chosen. 

II. LITERATURE 

Piotr GRZEŚ [1] The aim of this paper was to investigate the temperature fields of the solid disc brake during short, emergency 
braking. In this paper transient thermal analysis of disc brakes in single brake application was performed. To obtain the 
numerical simulation parabolic heat conduction equation for two dimensional model was used. The results show that both 
evolution of rotating speed of disc and contact pressure with specific material properties intensely. 
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In basic working operation, a disc or drum brake system has to reduce wheel speed when a driver desires vehicle deceleration. 
The kinetic energy generated by a vehicle in terms of wheel speed is converted into heat energy due to the application of the 
brake system. The friction force between disc/drum and brake pad/brake shoe applies friction torque to the wheel in the 
opposite direction of the car’s movement. This result in the reduction of vehicle speed and heat energy occurring in the brake 
disc/drum causes a temperature increment in the disc/drum swept area during the brake application. This physical action of the 
brake disc/drum causes heat conduction to the adjacent braking system components [1]. Lee [2] stated that inconsistent 
dissipation of heat inside the brake disc could cause deformation of the disc. Even worst, the disc deformation could also cause 
friction loss and consequently led to brake fade [3]. Furthermore, high temperatures of the brake disc could cause cracking in 
the brake disc material due to high thermal stresses. On top of that these factors also cause vibration [4, 5]. It is become 
common in the brake research RESEARCH A. Belhocine et al., Tribology in Industry Vol. 36, No. 4 (2014) 406-418 407 
community to fully utilize finite element approach in order to identify and predict disc/drum brake structural performance. For 
instance, Koetniyom [6] performed temperature analysis on brake discs under heavy operating conditions. He found that the 
physical shape of vehicle brake discs play a significant role in determining the temperature characteristics including the overall 
brake efficiency. Kamnerdtong et al. [7] attempted to link the interaction between mechanical and thermal effects with disc 
movements and heat caused by frictions. They concluded that, from finite element analysis, temperatures on the disc surface 
changed at each point over the period, which indicates inconsistent dissipation and temperature differences in each side of the 
disc. Hence, inconsistent contact between disc and pad could affect material deformation. Belhocine et al. [8] used the finite 
element Software ANSYS to study the thermal behaviour of the dry contact between the discs of brake pads at the time of 
braking phase. Temperature distribution obtained by the transient thermal analysis was used in the calculations of the stresses 
on disc surface. Abdullah and Schlattmann [9] used finite element method to calculate the heat generated on the surfaces of 
friction clutch and temperature distribution for case of bands contact between flywheel and clutch disc, and between the clutch 
disc and pressure plate (one bad central and two bands) and compared with case of full contact between surfaces for single 
engagement and repeated engagements. In other work, Abdullah et al. [10] used the finite element method used to study the 
contact pressure and stresses during the full engagement period of the clutches using different contact algorithms. Moreover, 
sensitivity study for the contact pressure was presented to indicate the importance of the contact stiffness between contact 
surfaces. Akhtar et al. [11] employed finite element (FE) method to explain the transient thermo elastic phenomenon of a dry 
clutch system. The effect of sliding speed on contact pressure distribution, temperature and heat flux generated along the 
frictional surfaces was analysed. Sowjanya and Suresh [12] conducted a static structural analysis of the disc brake whose some 
composite materials were selected to compare the results obtained such as deflection and stresses. In the research developed by 
Reddy et al. [13], thermal and structural coupled analysis was carried out to find the strength of the disc brake.  

III. METHODS AND MATERIALS  

FEA uses a complex system of points called nodes which make a grid called a mesh. This mesh is programmed to contain the 
material and structural properties which define how the structure will react to certain loading conditions. Nodes are assigned at 
a certain density throughout the material depending on the anticipated stress levels of a particular area. Regions which will 
receive large amounts of stress usually have a higher node density than those which experience little or no stress. Points of 
interest may consist of: fracture point of previously tested material, fillets, corners, complex detail, and high stress areas. The 
mesh acts like a spider web in that from each node, there extends a mesh element to each of the adjacent nodes. This web of 
vectors is what carries the material properties to the object, creating many elements. FEA has become a solution to the task of 
predicting failure due to unknown stresses by showing problem areas in a material and allowing designers to see all of the 
theoretical stresses within. This method of product design and testing is far superior to the manufacturing costs which would 
accrue if each sample was actually built and tested. In practice, a finite element analysis usually consists of three principal steps: 
Pre-processing: The user constructs a model of the part to be analysed in which the geometry is divided into a number of 
discrete sub regions, or elements," connected at discrete points called nodes." Certain of these nodes will have fixed 
displacements, and others will have prescribed loads. These models can be extremely time consuming to prepare, and 
commercial codes vie with one another to have the most user-friendly graphical “pre-processor" to assist in this rather tedious 
chore. Some of these pre-processors can overlay a mesh on a pre-existing CAD file, so that finite element analysis can be done 
conveniently as part of the computerized drafting-and-design process. 
Analysis: The dataset prepared by the pre-processor is used as input to the finite element code itself, which constructs and 
solves a system of linear or nonlinear algebraic equations (Kijuj = fi Where u and f are the displacements and externally applied 
forces at the nodal points). The formation of the K matrix is dependent on the type of problem being attacked, and this module 
will outline the approach for truss and linear elastic stress analyses. Commercial codes may have very large element libraries, 
with elements appropriate to a wide range of problem types. One of FEA's principal advantages is that many problem types can 
be addressed with the same code, merely by specifying the appropriate element types from the library. 
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                Fig.1 Design of slotted disc brake           Fig.2 Design of slotted drilled disc brake 
 
 Assumptions:Brake is applied on the front wheel only, The analysis is based on pure thermal loading. The analysis does not 
determine the life of the disc brake, The kinetic energy of the vehicle is lost through the brake discs i.e. no heat loss between the 
tyres and the road surface and the deceleration is uniform, The disc brake model used is of homogenous material, The thermal 
conductivity of the material used for the analysis is uniform throughout. 

A.MATERIAL PROPERTIES  
NOTE: The specific heat of the material used is constant throughout and does not change with the temperature. 

Table.1 Cast iron material properties 

S.NO Property Value Units 
1 Density 7200 Kgm^-3 

2 Youngs Modulus 1.1E+11 Pa 

3 Poissions Ratio 0.28  

4 Bulk Modulus 8.3333E+10 Pa 

5 Shear Modulus 4.2969E+10 Pa 

6 Ultimate tensile strength 2.4E+08 Pa 

7 Ultimate compressive strength 8.2E+08 Pa 

8 Isotopic thermal conductivity 52 Wm^-1C^-1 

Table.2 Stainless steel Cast iron material properties  

S.NO Property Value Units 
1 Density 7750 Kgm^-3 

2 Youngs Modulus 1.93E+11 Pa 

3 Poissions Ratio 0.31  

4 Bulk Modulus 1.693E+11 Pa 

5 Shear Modulus 7.3664E+10 Pa 

6 Tensile Yield strength 2.07E+08 Pa 

7 Compressive Yield strength 2.07E+08 Pa 

8 Tensile Ultimate strength 5.86E+08 Pa 

9 Isotropic Thermal conductivity 15.1 Wm^-1C^-1 

B. Mesh 

Table.3 Mesh details  
 
 
 

Type Of Disc Nodes Elements 
Slotted and Drilled  Disc 73572 400042 
Slotted Disc 33534 18768 
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                    Fig.3 FEA Model Mesh for Slotted disc              Fig.4 FEA Model Mesh for Slotted and 

Drilled  Disc 

C. Bondary conditions 

Heat flux caliculation : 
Item values: (Mazda rx80) 
1. Disc diameter = 349.08mm. 
2. Disc inner diameter =198.88mm. 
3. Hub internal diameter = 90mm. 
4. Hub external diameter =190.55mm. 
5. Thickness of the rotor disc= 9mm. 
6. Drill hole diameter= 5.12mm. 
7. Slots length=80mm. 
8. Slots width=1.88mm. 
9. Mass of the vehicle=1280kgs. 
10. Speed of the automobile=43.33m/sec. 
11. Brake time=4.8sec. 
12. Specific Heat Cp=910Jkg 
13. Axle weight distribution =0.3 (gamma) 
14. Acceleration due to gravity =9.8m/sec. 
Kinetic Energy Generated    = 0.9*0.5*1280*(43.33)2*0.3 
= 324430.0819J   = 67589.600watts., usable disc area= 3.14*(D2 –d2)/4  = 64641.09mm. 
Heat flux= wattage/ usable disc area          = 104530.13W/m2. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The main purpose of this study is to analysis the thermo mechanical behaviour of the dry contact of the 
brake disc during the braking phase. The coupled thermal-structural analysis is used to determine the 
thermal stresses and  the Heat fluxes in x-y-z planes. 

A.Stainless steel 
Slotted and drilled disc brake Slotted disc brake 

 
Nodal temperature 

 
Nodal temperature 
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Von-mises stress 

 
Von-mises stress 

 
Deformation 

 
Deformation 

 
X-heat flux 

 
X-heat flux 

 
Y-heat flux 

 
Y-heat flux 
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B.Cast iron results 

 
Slotted and drilled  disc brake Slotted disc brake 

 
Nodal temperature  

Nodal temperature 
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Von-mises stress 
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Z-heat flux 

 
Z-heat flux 

 
For slotted and drilled disc on doing thermal analysis ,the redzones indicates the maximum temperature which is caused by the 
frictional force between brake calliper and the rotor disc .The red zones near drilled holes is due to convection of heat through 
the holes. Maximum temperature for the disc using stainless steel is 798.58 ̊C while using cast iron as material it is 524.32 ˚C. 
For slotted disc the redzones occur at the the edge of the rotor disc which is due to frictional force by the brake calliper. Since 
there is no drill holes in this type of design the convection of heat is less and hence the temperature is max compared to slotted 
and drilled disc brake. The maximum temperature for this disc is 947.4 ̊C in using stainless steel as material and for cast iron it 
is 630.18 ˚C. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are drawn from the presentwork. 
1. Static structural analysis is carried out by couplingthe Thermal solution to the structural analysis andthe maximum 
Von Mises stress was observed to be 
6.8e8 Pa for CI,1.295e9 Pa for slotted and slotted and drilled disc brake 
2. The deformation due to thermal loading was observed 0.0012333 for CI and0.0033817 for SS for slotted drilled disc 
brake 
3.The deformation due to thermal loading was observed 0.0014691 for CI and 0.0040041for SS for slotted disc brake 
4. CI Slotted drilled disk showed 63.53% better than the SS slotted disk brake. 
5. CI Slotted drilled disk showed 63.31% better than the SS slotted disk brake. 
6.From analysis it is observed that the CI slotted and drilled disc brake showed 16.05 % better than the CI slotted disc 
brake 
7. The Brake disc design is safe based on the Strengthand Rigidity Criteria. 
 
Comparing the different results obtained from theanalysis, it is concluded that Cast Iron best material for both slotted 
and drilled disc, because the thermal temperature and thermal stresses obtained for this material for both type of discs 
is lesser than compared to the stainless steel material. Hence from the above analysis Cast Iron is the best material. 
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